In 2014/15, 9.9 million days
of work were lost due to
stress, depression and anxiety,
accounting for 43% of sick days
taken*. Research conducted by
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found that 45% of those
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surveyed cited financial worries
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as the source of their anxiety**

PLAN. LIVE. ENJOY
Providing financial education in
the workplace to improve the
wellbeing of employees.

Better With Money Limited is not authorised or regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority, All information is based on experience, research & practise
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and is not individual tailored advice.
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We are experts at delivering high
quality, tailored financial education in
a fun way to help make that learning
stick. Providing practical support with
tools and tips to take away that can
help with planning a more financially
secure future.
Happy people lead to a more productive, engaged
and healthier workforce. Helping people to grab some
money skills in a non-judgemental, unbiased and fun
way saves them time, money and helps them build a
happier future. This in-turn reduces stress and absence
in your workplace.

Our Core Course

Focussed Modules

Imagine you could start again with money. Get rid of the pain of

We also offer focussed modules which can be run as add-on or

negative feelings and worries, understand some basic planning

standalone courses, you can see some of our popular modules

tools and rebuild your relationship with money. Taking the

are below, or for a full list please visit our website.

core course is a spring clean of your finances with up to date
information, ideas and actions planning tools your employees can
take away to be “Better With Money”.

Apprentice/Graduate workshop
Starting out right

The core course will promote your employee benefits and help

Family money power
Supporting the families

employees value them and is flexible in that its run to cover the

Better With Money was set up to reduce financial
misery and confusion in the UK. We aim to bring
money matters to life in an accessible and interesting
way, delivered in the workplace to employees helping
them think clearly about money so they are less
stressed and plan earlier for life’s ups and downs. The
knowledge and tools gained from our workshops
can reduce financial unhappiness and increase
people engagement with life, their career and their
workplace benefits.
Better With Money has a regional team of trainers with
over 100 years collective financial experience, and use
our expert knowledge combined with a sense of reality
and fun to keep people motivated to change their
behaviour via face to face or web based courses.
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Give yourself a pay-rise
Making more of what you have

need of your employees needs, so we can spend more time on
debt, pensions or home buying, whichever is more important.

Pensions reboot
Getting on track for a better retirement
Auto enrolment
Power up your pension planning

What this course covers…
Basic money reboot

Credit scores

Home buying

Money feelings

Pensions

Savings

Reducing debt

Protection

Brilliant to actually have some guidance on money that didn’t make
me feel stupid and gave me great tips to follow. – Jane, 38, Ops Manager
Funny – all the learning I have had but nothing was a succinctly
practical and useful as this. – Dani, 30, Recruitment Executive
Our staff really benefited from this course, I saw employees behaviour
change, people appreciate our benefits more and I had lots of
positive feedback, we aim to run this course for all new
starters now. – Katy Forsyth, Director, Red Recruitment
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Benefits with friends
Maximising what your employer provides

Fully Tailored Courses
Some clients require or prefer a more tailored approach
to the sessions. We can listen to your requirements then
combine multiple courses into a package that is right
for you or create a bespoke new course dedicated to
your needs.

Email or call us to talk through how we
can help you and your employees be
Better With Money.
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